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MultiSensor 7 with 6 Smart Home Sensors

from 77,74 EUR
Item no.: 357935

shipping weight: 0.50 kg
Manufacturer: Aeotec

Product Description
Make your home truly intelligent - A small device packed with intelligence. A home is only intelligent when it can react to events in the house in real time instead of rigid schedules.
The Aeotec MultiSensor 7 with 6 sensors is now the basis of your modern Smart Home.
Motion sensorMotion sensor for security and presence detection. The MultiSensor 7 can not only be used as a security system. It detects whether someone is present in the room,
so you can use the MultiSensor 7 to control your heating to save energy. The sensor detects movement within a radius of 10 metres with a 120° field of view.
Temperature sensorMotorised awnings, blinds, shades, fans or thermostats - there are a lot of ways you can use Z-Wave to regulate the temperature in your living spaces. The
MultiSensor 7 provides you with the intelligence for this. The sensor can measure the temperature in a range of -10°C ~ 50°C (14°F to 122°F) and send these values to your
Smart Home Gateway.
Light sensorAutomatic lighting is only as smart as the system itself. The digital light sensor of the MultiSensor 7, measures the brightness in real time. This allows you to perfectly
regulate your ambient light and control blinds, roller blinds or electric curtains.
Humidity sensorToo much humidity in the bathroom, kitchen or other rooms is not good for your living space. The MultiSensor 7 can measure the humidity in the range from 0% to
100% and send the values to your Smart Home control panel. In this way, you can use automations to open motorised windows or switch on fans and dehumidifiers to always
ensure a perfect climate in your home.
Vibration sensorThe MultiSensor 7 measures its surroundings, but also monitors itself. It integrates a seismic sensor that registers vibrations and shocks. If someone tries to remove
or tamper with the MultiSensor, it sends a warning to your Smart Home System, which informs you via push notification.
UV sensorThe MultiSensor 7 measures the exact amount of ultraviolet light - the kind of light that can be harmful to the human eye. Thanks to these values, which the MultiSensor 7
transmits to your Smart Home control panel, you can automatically close electric curtains and blinds if the UV level in the room is too high.
Battery or USB poweredThe MultiSensor 7 is powered by 2x CR123A batteries. This allows you flexible positioning in the room. In battery mode, the device wakes up at a defined
time interval and transmits the measurement data to the Smart Home control panel. In the scope of delivery you will also find an additional USB to micro USB cable to operate the
Multisensor 7 via mains voltage. In USB powered mode, the device is able to transmit the measured values to the Smart Home gateway in real time.

● Z-Wave 700 series - higher range, more efficient and better performance compared to older generation series
● Z-Wave MultiSensor with 6 integrated sensors (motion, temperature, light, humidity, vibration and UV)
● Radio technology: Z-Wave Plus V2
● SmartStart capable
● S2 Security
● USB cable or battery-powered (up to 2 years battery life)
● Data transmission to the control centre in real time and optimised sensor technology compared to its predecessor Aeotec MultiSensor 6
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